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What is an adjective? After you
read this clear information and see
all of these examples, you'll be an
adjective pro. of an adjective;
having the nature or function of an
adjective; dependent or
subordinate; Law of or relating to
practice and procedure; procedural.
Compound Forms/Forme composte
prima | primo: Italiano: Inglese: a
prima vista: at first sight adv
adverb: Describes a verb,
adjective, adverb, or clause--for
example.
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What is an adjective ? After you
read this clear information and see
all of these examples, you'll be an
adjective pro. Adverbs can modify
adjectives, but an adjective cannot
modify an adverb. Thus we would
say that "the students showed a
really wonderful attitude" and that
"the. Adjectives Vocabulary
Wordlist, Wordbank. calculating
calm candid canine capital carefree
careful careless caring cautious
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